
 
Happy New Year! The market rang in the New Year with a bang.  Investors, relieved the 
economy was saved from going over the cliff put money to work, pushing stock prices 
markedly higher.  Is this fiscal agreement really a positive? Will the markets keep 
pushing higher?  Yes and No, and Maybe. 
 
 
Fiscal Cliff Agreement…  (Excerpts from Schwab’s Legislative group) 
 
What Congress agreed to: 

• Social Security taxes will return to 6.2%. Workers will likely see a change in their 
first paycheck of 2013. 

Other than that, with the exception of increases for higher-income earners, the 
agreement will stabilize tax rates that had until now been uncertain. 

• Income-tax rates will remain the same for individuals earning less than $400,000 
and couples earning less than $450,000. Income above those levels will now be 
taxed at 39.6%.  

• Capital gains and dividends will continue to be taxed at 15%, except for filers 
above $400,000/$450,000, whose rate will increase to 20%. Without this 
agreement, capital gains would have been taxed at 20% for most filers, but 
dividends would have been taxed as ordinary income. So this is a huge win for 
most investors.  

• The estate tax will be set permanently at a top rate of 40% on estates valued at 
more than $5 million ($10 million for couples) and it will be adjusted annually for 
inflation.  

• The Alternative Minimum Tax will be "patched" permanently, preventing a 
significant tax increase on an estimated 30 million taxpayers this filing season.  

• Income earned from muni bonds will remain tax-exempt.  
In addition, certain individual and business tax provisions that expired at the end of 2011 
have been extended for both 2012 and 2013, including: 

• Deductions for state and local sales taxes  
• Deduction for tuition expenses  
• "IRA charitable rollover," which allows individuals over the age of 70½ to roll up 

to $100,000 from an IRA directly to a charity. 
 
Heads-up for Higher-Income Earners and Investors: 
In addition to the higher tax rates on income, capital gains and dividends for those with 
income exceeding $400,000, higher-income earners should take note of the following 
upcoming changes: 

• The Personal Exemption Phase-Out (PEP), and the overall itemized deduction 
limitation ("Pease") have both been reinstated for filers earning more than 
$250,000 and couples earning more than $300,000. The PEP limits the personal 
exemption amount for high-income filers and the Pease phases out itemized 
deductions for those filers.  

• As part of the health care reform law, a new surtax of 3.8% is imposed on 
the unearned income—capital gains, dividends, interest, royalties, rent, etc.—of 
individuals earning more than $200,000 and couples earning more than 
$250,000. That provision was not part of the fiscal cliff negotiations, and it took 
effect as anticipated on Jan. 1.  
 



 
 
 

Spending Cuts are yet to be resolved. More Fighting in Congress to come:  
The current agreement provided clarity on taxes for the coming years, but it essentially 
kicked the can down the road for a couple of months when it comes to spending cuts. 
The deal delayed for two months the so-called "sequester," spending cuts of $55 billion 
to defense spending and $55 billion to non-defense spending. But those automatic 
spending cuts are now set to take effect March 1—the same time the debt ceiling 
will need to be raised. This means the markets will await another showdown in 
Congress in just a few weeks. According to the Treasury Department, the country hit the 
current debt ceiling of about $16.4 trillion on Dec. 31. Treasury has the ability to delay 
default for about eight weeks, so by mid-February, the new Congress should be fully 
embroiled in a debate that will combine increasing the debt ceiling and deciding what to 
do about those automatic spending cuts. 
Republican leaders have called for one dollar of spending cuts for every dollar by which 
the debt ceiling is raised. Democrats think the two issues should be separated. 
 
Debt ceiling debate fallout: 
A protracted fight over the debt ceiling could result in a credit downgrade.  S&P 
downgraded the US to AA+ in the summer of 2011 due to the last fight over the debt 
ceiling. Moody's Investor Services, Inc. and Fitch Ratings still have the US rated AAA but 
both have indicated that the US is at risk of a downgrade. Nevertheless, US Treasuries 
are still seen as a risk-free asset. The United States has the largest and most 
liquid markets in the world by a wide margin, so in times of market stress, 
Treasuries are still seen as a safe haven. 
 
Easy money policy will continue from the Fed, providing a floor to the markets: 
Tighter fiscal policy is likely to mean that the Fed keeps its zero-interest-rate policy intact 
for longer. With higher taxes on wages taking money out of consumers' pockets, the Fed 
must continue to do all it can to encourage borrowing and spending by keeping interest 
rates low.  With hungry investors looking for return, money will flow to riskier assets like 
stocks and hard assets, thus providing a floor on prices. 
 
2013 will indeed be the fourth year of the Global recovery.  World economic growth 
will be positive, but subdued and Central Bank’s policies will continue to be market 
friendly.  Thus the major factor influencing the market direction and volatility in 
2013 will be fear or confidence in fiscal policy around the globe.   
 
Investment Strategy: 
Portfolios are fully invested but broadly diversified across asset sectors, positioned for 
both growth and income and to ride through market volatility.   
 
Please contact me with any questions or concerns.  
 
May this New Year be a new opportunity to share Peace, Prosperity and Grace! 
 
Kind Regards, 
Barbara Huff 


